adj.

OpenBSD
A Unix-like OS
desended from Berkeley
Software Distribution
(BSD). It's code was
freely available.

Being or relating to computer software for which the source
code is freely available. The term was coined at the Open
Source Summit in 1998.

Some communities of users (DECUS,
SHARE, USE) of those early systems
started organising themselves to share
information and knowledge (kind of
like today's OSS communities!)

Software was
distributed with
hardware. (early
systems: IBM etc.)
The idea of selling
software was not
around.

1961

First commercial
software companies are
formed (Microsoft, Apple)
After some lawsuits
IBM started debundling
software from hardware
starting to charge for
software.

The Free Software
Foundation released the
GNU General Public
License, the most widely
used open source license.

Bill Gates' open letter to
hobyists claiming that
sharing software is
hurting the developers!

1975

1965

1969

PDP-8 came out

Ken Thompson and Dennis
Ritchie started working on
UNIX to deal with the
increasing need for a multiuser OS for those systems
(PDP series etc.) which went
on to become the first open
source operating system.

MIT acquired the PDP-1
which became the heart
of the AI Lab and gave
rise to the hacker culture.

Stallman founded Free Software Foundation
and the GNU project in frustration with the
state of software development
(commercialisation of UNIX, companies
copyrighting their products)

1984

1976

1979

Emacs

AT&T licensed UNIX
so its code could no
longer be distributed to
universities and be
studied by students.

®

They got a medal from
the president for it (30
years later)

1989
1987

Various
distribuions
started

1996

1993
1991

Open Source Initiative was formed to educate about
and advocate the benefits of open source and to
build bridges among different constituencies in the
open source community.

1995

2004

1998
2001

2011
2008

Tanenbaum
Apache
created MINIX, a
Unix clone for
educational
VLC
purposes, the only Linus Torvalds, a
MySQL
open-source UNIX Finnish computer
clone at the time.
science student
wrote the first
version of the
Reasons for OS/FS
Linux kernel based
Participation [3]
on MINIX and
Participate in a new form of cooperation
posted it on an
Learn and develop new skills
internet newsgroup.
Share knowledge and skills

[4]

The Future of open source is
trending towards mobile and
cloud software development.

Community

Participate in the OS/FS scene
Improve my job opportunities
[2]

[1]

Improve OS/FS products of other developers
Get a reputation in OS/FS community
Distribute non marketable software products
Get help in realizing a good idea for a software products
Solve a problem that could not be solved by proprietary software
Limit the power of large software companies
Think that software should not be a proprietary good
Make money
I do not know
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